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v 4 focuses on railroad employee management
relations during period of federal control
vols 36 include proceedings of the biochemical
society vols for 19 include the directory
issue of the american railway engineering
association list of members in v 1 10 special
edition of the federal register containing a
codification of documents of general
applicability and future effect with
ancillaries this book provides a critical
understanding of the challenges that exist in
protecting the local and global environment
through compliance efforts using existing
environmental regulations the best compliance
measures with the most useful regulations from
over 50 countries are surveyed and are
combined with science based quantitative
analysis of geology hydrogeology and the
chemistry of contaminants from anthropogenic
sources the results are presented as a model
that establishes a means by which protection
of the environment can be greatly improved
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this is accomplished through a deeper
understanding of our natural world and how
anthropogenic activities and their management
affect our planet features the first book that
examines the successes of environmental
regulation worldwide and highlights the areas
that need improvement presents a tested and
verified scientific model for enhanced
environmental protection with scalability from
local parcels to global levels describes and
integrates the importance of understanding the
geologic and hydrogeologic environment of
urban and developed areas explains the
importance of understanding the different
types of pollution and their behavior in the
environment identifies the need for
consistency in banning chemicals that are
harmful in not just one country but throughout
the world in atomic environments neil s
oatsvall examines how top policymakers in the
truman and eisenhower administrations used
environmental science in their work developing
nuclear strategy at the beginning of the cold
war while many people were involved in
research and analysis during the period in
question it was at highest levels of executive
decision making where environmental science
and nuclear science most clearly combined to
shape the nation s policies because making and
testing weapons dealing with fallout and
nuclear waste and finding uses for radioactive
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byproducts required advanced understanding of
how nuclear systems interacted with the world
policymakers utilized existing networks of
environmental scientists particularly
meteorologists geologists and ecologists to
understand and control the united states use
of nuclear technology instead of profiling
individuals oatsvall focuses on executive
institutions especially the leadership of the
atomic energy commission aec and high level
officials in the truman and eisenhower white
houses including the presidents themselves by
scrutinizing institutional policymaking
practices and agendas at the birth of the
nuclear age a constant set of values becomes
clear atomic environments reveals an emerging
technocratic class that consistently valued
knowledge about the environment to help create
and maintain a nuclear arsenal despite its
existential threat to life on earth and the
negative effects many nuclear technologies
directly had on ecosystems and the american
people alike atomic environments is divided
into five chapters each of which probes a
different facet of the entanglement between
environment nuclear technologies and
policymaking the first three chapters form a
rough narrative arc about nuclear weapons
chapter one situates bombs in their natural
habitat by considering why nuclear tests
occurred where they did and what testers
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thought they revealed about the natural
environment and how they influenced it
focusing on nuclear fallout chapter two argues
that nuclear tests actually functioned as a
massive uncontrolled experiment in world
environments and human bodies that
intermingled medicine nuclear science and
environmental science chapter three shows how
the environmental knowledge gained in the
first two chapters led to nuclear test ban
treaty talks during the eisenhower era when
the advancement of environmental knowledge and
the natural world itself became crucial
grounds of contention in the creation of
nuclear test detection and evasion systems the
last two chapters step away from weapons to
question how other nuclear technologies and
facets of the u s nuclear program interacted
with the natural world chapter four examines
agriculture s place in the u s nuclear program
from breakthrough advances in agricultural
science including the use of radioisotopes and
the direct application of radiation to food to
atomic agriculture s public relations value as
a peaceful proxy which shifted the moral
calculus and further leveraged the u s
government s atomic power chapter five shows
how knowledge of the natural world and the
functioning of its systems proved important to
uncovering the most effective ways to dispose
of nuclear waste running throughout oatsvall
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consistently demonstrates how the natural
world and the scientific disciplines that
study it became integral parts of nuclear
science rather than adversarial fields of
knowledge but while nuclear technologies
heavily depended on environmental science to
develop those same technologies frequently
caused great harm to the natural world
moreover while some individuals expressed real
anxieties about the damage wrought by nuclear
technologies policymakers as a class
consistently made choices that privileged
nuclear boosterism and secrecy prioritizing
institutional values over the lives and living
systems that agencies like the aec were
ostensibly charged to protect in the end
oatsvall argues that although policymakers
took their charge to protect and advance the
welfare of the united states and its people
seriously they often failed to do so because
their allegiance to the u s nuclear hierarchy
blinded them to the real risks and dangers of
the nuclear age
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clearly combined to shape the nation s
policies because making and testing weapons
dealing with fallout and nuclear waste and
finding uses for radioactive byproducts
required advanced understanding of how nuclear
systems interacted with the world policymakers
utilized existing networks of environmental
scientists particularly meteorologists
geologists and ecologists to understand and
control the united states use of nuclear
technology instead of profiling individuals
oatsvall focuses on executive institutions
especially the leadership of the atomic energy
commission aec and high level officials in the
truman and eisenhower white houses including
the presidents themselves by scrutinizing
institutional policymaking practices and
agendas at the birth of the nuclear age a
constant set of values becomes clear atomic
environments reveals an emerging technocratic
class that consistently valued knowledge about
the environment to help create and maintain a
nuclear arsenal despite its existential threat
to life on earth and the negative effects many
nuclear technologies directly had on
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focusing on nuclear fallout chapter two argues
that nuclear tests actually functioned as a
massive uncontrolled experiment in world
environments and human bodies that
intermingled medicine nuclear science and
environmental science chapter three shows how
the environmental knowledge gained in the
first two chapters led to nuclear test ban
treaty talks during the eisenhower era when
the advancement of environmental knowledge and
the natural world itself became crucial
grounds of contention in the creation of
nuclear test detection and evasion systems the
last two chapters step away from weapons to
question how other nuclear technologies and
facets of the u s nuclear program interacted
with the natural world chapter four examines
agriculture s place in the u s nuclear program
from breakthrough advances in agricultural
science including the use of radioisotopes and
the direct application of radiation to food to
atomic agriculture s public relations value as
a peaceful proxy which shifted the moral
calculus and further leveraged the u s
government s atomic power chapter five shows



how knowledge of the natural world and the
functioning of its systems proved important to
uncovering the most effective ways to dispose
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